and two probability measures P and v on X, then the BLD of P and v, P(P,v), can be defined in the following way:
(1) P(P, v) := sup I IS fd(lr-v)l:
If we reduce this now to the l-dimensional discrete case, we get (2) sup IC fi.mil:lf. Given a Uniformity Class
)J and v probability measures on CO,ll, then Therefore the right hand side of (3) c) Determine the discrepancies of these vectors.
d) The maximum of these discrepancies is the discrepancy of the ))picture".
We have chosen another way: We determine the subarrays with the maximum (max) resp. minimum (min) sum of its elements; Max (max, -min) is the discrepancy which has to be determined.
In what follows, we again assume, that the elements of our matrix are just the normalized measurement values (this means: the equidistribution is already involved in these numbers).
Some remarks now w.r.t. the crucial part of the algorithm:
Row by row (original picture matrix "pit"),
for each "part" picCklCjl,...,picCklcj+i3 -k-th row! -we determine the sum of the elements of that subarray among all subarrays with this "part" as last row, which has the greatest/smallest sum.
The algorithm works as follows:
We Recursion: 
